Process of Forgiveness with the List of People:
I now invoke the Divine presence of God Almighty Father /
Mother, of the Master Jesus, of Mary Queen of the Angels and
the Archangel Michael.
I ask you to surround me completely with your Light of Pure
Unconditional Love and Complete Protection, I ask you to
enlighten me and all those involved in this Process of Liberation
and all the known and unknown places on earth with your Light of
Transmutation, True Compassion and Pure Forgiveness so that a
Complete Healing can take place for everyone and for all Now
and Forever in all Levels by definitively dissolving the Karmic
Energy among all the people involved and finding Peace and True
Joy in our Hearts.
I ………………………………… .. forgive from the depths of
my Sacred Heart and from my Divine mind myself and all the
people who in my current life or in other lives were related to me
due to contracts, agreements, old vows, limitations of any kind or
karmic ties.
I ask Father / Mother God for a Complete Liberation for myself
and for all those involved through the Sacred Absolute
Forgiveness so that we can receive all together Complete Healing
Now and Forever and for the Eternity.
I …………………………… Forgive and Liberate Now and
Forever Everyone and All, even the people I forget to name
belonging to this life or to other lives in all the dimensions and the
directions of time and space.
I now pray God the Father / Mother and the Angels to help me
Healing and Improving all my current relationships, the
relationships with all the members of my Family so that they can

be based on Pure and True Love by removing all possible conflicts
and misunderstandings and to help me to attract New
Relationships of Light with People Compatible with me and my
Energy, people who live in Wholeness and wisdom; who are on
the spiritual path of Ascension, with whom I can establish
harmonious relationships in Communion of Intent in all aspects of
my Life. I also ask to be always guided in the various places
where the energies are harmonious, positive and safe, being able
to live experiences of Joy and Happiness wherever I go all over
the planet.
I ask you, A. Michael, to cut Now and Forever all the cords that
aren’t based on Light and Pure Love between me and all the
places that have seen me and made me unhappy in this life, in
other lives and in all the dimensions and the directions of time /
space.
I ask you with love, A. Michael, to eliminate all the Karmic Bonds
respect to these places.
I forgive for everything the old energies linked to these places and
all the situations that in the past have brought me pain and
suffering.
I bless all these places and ask the Angels and God Almighty
Father / Mother that all karmic energy is released and transmuted
into Pure Unconditional Love Now and Forever !!!
Archangel Michael cuts all the strings that aren’t based on Light
and Pure Love between me and all the people who in the past have
caused me pain and suffering, including all the members of my
family, in social relationships with old friends, colleagues of work,
acquaintances and various partners who concern this life, other

lives and in all the dimensions and the directions of time and
space.
Cut all the strings Now and Forever !!!
Thank you And So It Is!
I …………………………… .forgive for all my father
…………………… .. …………………, my mother
……………………………… …., my brothers ……………… my
sisters …………………. …… ..
I forgive everyone for everything, Now, Forever and for the
Eternity.
I ………………………… .. deeply and completely forgive all my
relatives, including my maternal grandmother ……………… and
my maternal grandfather …………………………, my paternal
grandmother ............, my paternal grandfather ............................I
Forgive my godmother ........................... my godfather ................
............, my aunt / uncle ... ………………………… I forgive for
everything all the known and unknown relatives, that I have
named in this list, but also those that I’ve forgotten and the whole
genetic-genealogical line and I ask that all the family karma is
released Now, Forever and for the Eternity.
I forgive everyone for everything, Now, Forever and for the
Eternity.
(Make a list of all the people to forgive friends, relatives,
colleagues, former partners ... etc)

I forgive everyone for everything, Now, Forever and for the
Eternity.
To every single Soul I have interacted with in this life of mine on
earth and in all other lives, even the people I haven’t named, I
forgive you for all the pain and suffering you’ve caused me and
for all that can be forgiven between you and me.
In my turn, I ask every single Soul I have known on this planet in
this life and in other lives, to forgive me for all the pain and
suffering that I may have voluntarily or involuntarily caused you
in this life, in other lives, in all the dimensions and the directions
of time space.
I .................. forgive myself for everything, I ask my Higher Self
for Total Liberation from all the old Limiting Beliefs and various
forms of conscious, unconscious and sub-conscious self-sabotage
and from all karmic patterns linked to all kinds of relationships
that in this earthly life of mine have been repeated several times
with different people and circumstances but with the same
sequence.
I ask that they are erased and removed Now, Forever and for the
Eternity.
I ask God the Father and Mother, the A. Michael and my Higher
Soul that all Karma is released between me and all the people with
whom I have undertaken any kind of relationship in this life, in all

the other lives and in all the directions of time space Now, Forever
and for the Eternity !!!
Now I ask the Divine Source of God the Father / Mother and all
the Beings of Light and Pure Love to bring Healing and Purify all
places where I’ve been; all the experiences in which I have
participated and all the beings that I have met and that need to be
freed are known to me and unknown to me.
Whatever was between me, these places or people is now healed
and forgiven.
I Am Now free from karma, I Am Forgiven and in tune with my
Divine Self.
We are now all surrounded and filled with the Light and the
Divine Love of God the Father / Mother.
I and all the Souls who have accepted Forgiveness, Healing and
Liberation from Karma are liberated from all the vibrations of the
third and fourth dimension.
We are free from all that isn’t Love!
Thank you, because all the Energies have been returned to me in
their Purified and Blessed state.
Now I ask that the Channels with which the Vital Energies were
taken away from me, are Removed and Dissolved Completely!

Thank you God, thank you my Dear Angels, because Now I am
out of any conflict and I can finally live a life full of Joy and
Abundance with happy relationships and I can regain confidence
in myself and in others.
I give thanks to God the Father / Mother and to all the Angels of
Pure Unconditional Love who have participated in my process of
Healing and Liberation through Absolute Forgiveness.
Thank you, thank you, thank you
It’s done, it’s done, it’s done
And so it is !!!
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